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Laetus UP – new software platform for more flexible and
slimline packaging processes
Laetus, May 2017. At interpack 2017, Laetus will be presenting its innovative technology
platform for even more slimline packaging processes and supply chains for the first time. It has
been designed for use in the pharmaceutical, medical technology, and food industries.
Laetus UP (Laetus Unified Platform) unifies the user interfaces of applications such as
serialization, aggregation, and a wide range of optical inspections and is characterized by
simplified processes and ease of use.
Once configured in Laetus UP, control parameters are available to all applications downstream
of the platform. This makes it possible to carry out an "on-the-fly batch changeover": even as
the final shipping cartons from the previous batch are approaching the end of the packaging
line, the operator can start the next order at the start of the packaging line. This fast changeover
minimizes downtimes and changeover times on the packaging line considerably.
A plant server can be used to make the application even more flexible, whereby different
packaging orders can be processed in parallel on separate lines. The new clear and userfriendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) makes it easy to input data, which is also possible on
mobile devices using an app.
What makes the modular platform really stand out is the fact that it can be used to control any
number of components, including those that are already installed, such as cameras, printers,
scanners, and scales, from any manufacturer. A Level 4 connection to all standard ERP/MES
systems can be established as required.
In the first step of the product launch, the software for the serialization and traceability of
products will be delivered. In further migration steps, Laetus solutions for optical control in the
packaging process will be harmonized.
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Further information about the Laetus interpack highlights:
http://join-the-show.de/interpack/en/
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Laetus UP – An innovative platform for slimline packaging processes

About Laetus
Founded in 1974, Laetus is an industry leader in inline quality inspection systems with
thousands of successful installations of its renowned ARGUS, POLYPHEM, and INSPECT
solutions across identification, fill inspection, and other quality control applications. With its
Secure Track and Trace Solution (S-TTS), Laetus is also a leader in developing robust supply
chain solutions for the Pharmaceutical, Medical, Cosmetics and FMCG industries enabling the
requirements of all regulations regarding anti-counterfeiting to be fulfilled. Laetus partners with
its customers to address their unique serialization and traceability requirements. Laetus has
sold more than 18,000 systems across the globe including more than 42,000 Laetus cameras
and sensors. Headquartered in Alsbach-Hähnlein, Germany, Laetus has significant scale to
address the needs of customers worldwide with some 250 employees and direct sales and
engineering operations in France, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK, the US, China, South America,
and Mexico. In addition, Laetus has an extensive network of valued channel partners that
extend Laetus’ technical expertise in another 40 countries. In December 2015 Laetus has
been acquired by Danaher. It operates as an independent business within the Product
Identification Platform.
For more information please visit: www.laetus.com.

